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LEVELLING AUSTRALIAN TERTIARY 
EDUCATION* 

L. H. PYRE" 

1.0 Preamble 

DISCUSSION on the supposed differences in the various sectors 
of our tertiary education system has been done to death in. the 

past few years. Such discussion appears, to have emanated ~all1ly 
from universities who have been fighung a rearguard actIon to 
retain their status. Many emergent C.A.E.s have now gained suffi. 
cient stature to equate the~selves wit~ otl~er pinna~les of tertiary 
education. Australian tertIary educatIOn 15 fast gOing through a 
levelling-out process. 

2.0 History 
Australia as a nation first became interested in tertiary education 

over 120 years ago. With the establishmen.t of the University of 
Sydney and the University of Melbourn~ In the early 1850s we 
started well . During the mining boom a lIttle later. vartous ,schools 
of mines were also established. One, now the Ballarat Institute of 
Advanced Education, founded in 1870, claims to be the aides. 
institute of technical education in Australia. (Figure I.) 

3.0 Stabilisation 
By the 1920s Australia had a reasonable [ra,?ew~r~ of tertiary 

educational opportunities. The v~rious State UlllverSttIes pr~d~ced 
the traditional broad range of degree graduates and some sp.wallse<! 
certificates and diplomas, while the techmcal colleges, a~'l cll,ltural 
schools, teacher training establishments and schools of mmes ISSUed 

diplomas and certificates to their graduates. . . 
This era in tertiary education laid the f?undatIOns of wha.t IS nOW 

referred to as the binary system of educatlOn-degree and diploma' 
certificate courses. 

4.0 Explosion . 
After World War II, the tertiary education institutions recel: 

a shock. Many returned servicemen availed themselves of 
Commonwealth Reconstruction Training Scheme :0 swamp 
existing facilities. Anyone who had experienced tertiary 
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at this time will fondly remember the chaotic times of crowded 
lecture rooms, timetable clashes and the quaint student mixture of 
raW youth and serious war veterans. (Figure 2.) 

5.0 Co-ordination 

In 1920, the Vice·Chancellors of the autonomous Stale univer
sities decided to meet to discuss common problems. In 1935, lhis 
meeting was named the Australian Vice-Chancellors' Commi tree and 
was practically the only co-ordinating body in Australian tertiary 
education. l 

6.0 Crisis 
In the early 1950s the A.V.C.C. decided to inform the public of 

the plight of the universities. In 1952, it published a bookie: ':,A 
Crisis in the FInance and Development of Australian UnlverSItIes .2 

In 1956, the Federal Government appointed the Committee on 
Australian Universities (the Murray Committee) and accepted 
recommendations which gave Australian universities a boost.3 

7.0 The A .U.C. 
The Commonwealth Government also took the important step 

of establishing the Australian Universities Commission in 1959. 
Tlus commission has, so far, reported five times at three-year inter
vals and has firmly established itself as overseeing the continuing 
welfare of universities." 

8.0 The Martin Committee 
In lhe late 19505 the Federal Government decided to appoint an 

all.embracing Committee on the Future of Tertiary Education in 
Australia.' 

The Martin Committee recognised the gravity of the problem of 
teniary education in Australia and concluded that this was not 
only engendered by natural population growth bnt also by "a 
genuine demand on the part of the Australian community for 
mcreased opportunities in higher education", 

The committee agreed that "higher education should be available 
to all citizens according to their inclination and capacity". 

9.0 The A.C.A.E. 

It was through the report of the Martin Committee that the 
Co,:"monwealth Government, in the late 1960s, widened its sphere 
of ,mfluence in the tertiary education sector to include, as well as 
1IIliversilies, colleges of advanced education, technical colleges, 

COlleges and specialist institutions such as those concerned 
training in physiotherapy, pharmacy, occupational therapy, 
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The Commonwealth Advisory Committee on Advanced Education 
was established in 1965 "to furni sh information and advice to the 
Minister on matters in connection wi th the grant by the Common. 
wealth of financial assistance to institutions other than univer. 
sities" . 

T he C.A.C.A.E. produced two triennial reports and was instru. 
mental in establishing its successor. the Australian Commission on 
Advanced Education, in 1971.6 

10.0 Teacher Education 

The Commonwealth appears to be shouldering more responsi. 
bility for teacher education. It has requested the A.C.A.E. to make 
recommendations and has now received a report recommending 
that over $200 million be spent on teacher training in Australia 
over the next two years. 

11.0 Confluence 

The Martin report also suggested the establishment of an Au. 
tralian Tertiary Education Commission to replace the A.D.C. and 
to have wider powers. This recommendation has been opposed by 
the A.V.C.c. on the grounds that such a move could "subjugate 
the needs of the universities to those of the colleges". The A.V.C.C. 
suggested the alternative of closer consultation between the A.U.C. 
and the old C.A.C.A.E. There is di stinct evidence that this has 
occulTed when both reports of the A.U.C. and the new A.C.A.E. 
were prepared and presented together in Parliament in August. 
1972.' 

T his co-ordination at Federal level has stimulated the States to 
follow suit. Victori a recently established a co·ordinating Tertiary 
Education Advisory Committee. It is to be hoped that this com· 
mittee can sort out the conflicting Federal and State politics, the 
opposing educational interests and the various opinions on tertiary 
education in that State. 

12.0 Summary 
So we have a picture of, for about a century, the various seeton 

of tertiary education developing and existing side by 'ide. 
Then suddenly about twenty years ago a rising tide hit thelll 

and there has been a resulting explosive growth in the demand for 
Commonwealth funds. Firstly the universities grabbed the 
share in the 1950s because they were better organised, the 
were not far behind in the 1960s, and now it appears that 
teacher training establishments are lining up for their share In 
1970s. 
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13.0 Community P1'essures 

When World War II fini shed there were only about 17,000 
university students in the whole of Australia; just about the plan
ning number for a single campus nowadays. Tllis student popu
lation has more than doubled every ten years until, now, we 
have somewhat more than 100,000 undergraduate students on our 
eighteen university campuses throughout Australia. One cannot 
help comparing thi s with a typical multi-campus State university 
in the United States which would cater for a similar number. 

The embryonic colleges of advanced education and teachers' 
colleges were also engulfed with this growth spurt. These sectors 
01 tertiary education have both been asked to double their student 
population in only the last five years. As a result now there are 
over 50,000 students in our 44 C.A.E. campuses and aboll t 25,000 
in teachers' colleges. 

It is convenient to express such numbers as a percentage of the 
population aged 17·22 years (Figure 3) . 

The Martin ReportS and Professor Karmel12 calculated this index 
as slightly more than 2 per cent for university enrolments just after 
World War II and the latest A.U.C. report estimates this figure as 
nearly 9 per cent for this year. 

Currently the Australian community is prepared to siphon off 
over 15 per cent of this eligible age group to be educated in our 
tertiary institutions. This is a comparable figure with that experi
enced in the U.K. but plans there indicate that the proportion 
could rise to over 20 per cent by the end of this decade." 

The president of the Carnegie Corporation suggested recently 
thal "higher education is simply to serve as a form of occupation 
(or an ever-growing proportion of youth".14 I discussed this con
tention with academic staff in a staff lounge in a country C.A.E. 
recently and put the corollary that we are largely covering up for 
rural unemployment. "Yes," they all agreed, "ours." 

14.0 Finance 

In lhe five successive u'iennia of the A.V.C. regime the total 
government grants to universities has more than doubled from 
0.33 per cent G.N.P. to 0.72 per cent G.N.P. 

At the same time while the C.A.C.A.£. has been operating over 
abe lasl lWO triennia the proportional allocation of public money 
10 C.A.E.s has more than doubled from 16 per cent of the total to 
I per cent of total, currently. By this measure we can gauge the 

Q)mmunlty's acceptance of C.A.E.s in tertiary education. A forecast 
lite Martin Report for the mid·1970s shows that the proportion 
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of students enrolled in the C.A.E. system will nearly double to 
one·third of the total (Figure 4) . 

15.0 Colleges of Advanced Education 

When the Federal Government decided to foster a G.A.E. system 
it was commonly believed that it would be a cheap alternative to 
universities. This has not proved to be so. In fact in some cases 
notably provincial C.A.E.s, it has proved to be a very expensiv~ 
exercise. 

A measure of the recurrent grant per student was made for 1975 
by the Vice-Chancellor of Sydney University, Professor B. Williams, 
using figures available from both the A.U.C. and the AC.A.E. 
reports.Hi These sums show that, on average, the Australian coru. 
munity is prepared to spend about $2000 per annum on each uni. 
versity student and about $1800 per C.A.E. student. However, in 
two States, notably Queensland and Western Australia, the cost per 
student will be higher in a C.A.E. than in a university (Figure 5). 
It is interesting to note that during the forthcoming triennium, the 
government envisaged investing more capital in C.A.E.s than in 
universities (Figure 6) . 

Undoubtedly the most highly developed G.AE. system is that in 
Victoria. There, eleven metropolitan colleges and five decentralised 
country colleges are affiliated with a co-ordinating body known as 
the Victoria Institute of Colleges. It caters for nearly 25,000 tertiary 
students. 

The country C.A.E.s need to be self-contained and they need '0 
offer a wide range of courses. Small wonder then that local people. 
once they have sized up their provincial G.AE., now refer fondly 
to it as "our mini-university". 

Professor Eric Robinson, deputy director, North East London 
Polytechnic, recently stated that the challenge facing Australian 
C.A.E.s is to dispel the view that vocational education is second rate 
compared with pure academic. He suggests that vocational edu
cation should become the power house of education.17 

16.0 Courses Offered in Colleges of Advanced Education 
In line with this tremendous growth of G.A.E.s has been academic 

development leading to bachelor degrees and postgraduate courses. 
Much of this was stimulated by the Wiltshire Report in 1969.' 

According to the A.G.AE. report early in 1972 no less than 
degree and 40 postgraduate courses were being offered by the 
system in Australia. . 

Another phenomenon of this era is the development o[ 
changeability of courses. C.AE. degree courses are now 
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designed so that students may interchange wi thout undue loss of 
course time. 

Sir Hugh Ennor in his Trinity College centenary oration made 
this point in his speech on "Problems of Mass Post-Secondary Edu· 
cation": "One of the essential requirements for the future, as I see 
it, is the need to bpen the way for students to move from one aspect 
of post-secondary education to another-from universities to the 
colleges of advanced education and vice versa."19 

A recent report from the Victoria Institute of Colleges shows that 
whereas about 40 degree courses have been approved for intro
duction in its affiliated colleges in the last five years, there are over 
90 degree and postgraduate courses in their pipeline for approval 
10 be introduced by 1975. 

Recently, also, some documents have emerged from this C.A.E. 
system foreshadowing the development of doctorate degrees. 

There are other organisations which can award degrees too, but 
Ihey should not be taken too seriously. In Victoria there are at least 
three private universities. They offer courses by correspondence 
and tutorial systems but it is doubtful if employers recognise such 
degrees yet. 

We may well see in the future the establishment of the equivalent 
of the University of Walt Disney whidl awards "pixie dust" to its 
graduates. 

However, to be serious though, some universities would be proud 
to foster a degree course founded on aims and objectives of degree 
courses now being designed for the C.A.E. system. 

17.0 The Student in the C.AB. 

Both the A.U.C. and the AG.A.E. reports examined the role of 
C.A.E.s and their relationship to universities. Not unnaturally the 
A.U.C. report reflects the concern expressed by universities that the 
'!-A.E. system appears to be muscling in on their territory. Realis
~cally however the AU.C. concedes that an overlap between univer
SlUes and colleges is "bound to occur". 

:rhe AC.A.E .. report agrees that colleges should be vocationally 
anented but pomts out that "the basic purpose of the colleges is to 
lDaease the ra.nge of opportunities for tertiary education having a 
IIron~ emphas1s on practical application". This report also shows 
dlat some commentators here claimed that already the differences 
.tween. colleges and universities are becoming less obvious. In some 

tillS may be true and at least part of the explanation may be 
a changlllg attItude of the universities", 

The C.A.E.s are also fast upgrading their student services over 
Wide range expected in tertiary institutions.22 
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Many sludent unions in the C.A.E. system are affiliated with lhe 
Australian Umon of Students and reflect the attitudes of that bod 
m theIr student newspapers and broadsheets. The A.C.A.E. repo!t 
even quote~ a SubffilsslOn from the A.U.S. as part of its statement 
0fn thle role I of colleges. Some student bodies exhibit a high degree 
o po IUca awareness and resulting student activism.23 

Four personal experiences with tertiary students are given now t 
show you that the difference between a university and a C.A.E. jO 
oot=~ s 

-In a university I have been threatened in my office by a lad 
student who declared she "wanted to beat up a bureaucraJ 
Smce she wa~ backed up by about 150 students in the crush 
outsIde the Vice-Chancel,lor's office, I slammed the door in her 
face. Tha~ was the first time I have slammed a door in anyone's 
face, but smce I have often thought how delightful the beating 
up mIght have been. 

-In a C.A.E. a group of students once placed an unflaltering 
pen pIcture of me and other academic staff on the faculty notice 
board. 

-In a university I have been locked up for six hours in a council 
chamber with other members of the university council and 
without a toilet. 

-In a quiet country C.A.E. my study has been shot up Wilh a 
double·barrelled shotgun. 1 now have 31 bullet holes in my 
office chair as a souvenir. 

So tertiary students appear to be the same whatever their choice 
of institution. 

Foreign students are attracted as much to C.A.E.s as to univer. 
sities. In country C.A.E.s you can find many Asian students who 
do not wish to live in our large cities. 

For some authoritative evidence on the increasing acceptability 
of graduates from C.A.E.s I should like to quote a draft minute 
from a conference of university naval liaison officers which I 
attended recently: 

"Whereas the Navy offers caxeer opportunities for men with 
conventional universi ty degrees in technical. specialist. commercial 
and managerial fields, a little known yet valuable and unlapped 
source of skilled officer manpower exists in the growing OUlput of 
Colleges of Advanced Education. In these institutions of learning. 
degrees are job oriented, students are job motivated and to a limited 
extent subjects can be tailored to the requirements of employen. 
The R.A.N. still regards the college degree with some cOlnserva.uve 
suspicion. but a more modern acceptance of its trade values 
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open a source of skilled men. Possibly the most advanced State in 
the creation of degree-granting career-oriented colleges is Victoria. 
Intensified recruiting efforts there should not only produce an 
immediate and expanding supply of officers, but would develop 
specialised recruiting expertise for inlroduction into other States as 
(olleges expand in them." 

18.0 Staff in the G.A.E.s 

Currently staff in the emerging C.A.E.s can be divided into two 
main groups: 

_Those who originally were employed by the State Education 
Department in the old institution before it was made into a 
C.A.E. These people tend to be the older, more conservative 
staff and generally retain the attitude that "the department 
makes the rules and will provide". 

_Those who were hired by the new C.A.E. in an effort to aug
ment its academic staff. These people tend to be younger and 
mostly come from a university background. 

Many of tIus new breed of academic are providing a stimulus to 
the old lags. They show research and academic leadership and are 
contributing to the elevation of the C.A.E. system. Many are now 
appearing at national conferences and are publishing widely. In 
time more mention will be made of the "Publish or Perish" syn
drome and the catchcry of "academic freedom" in the C.A.E.s. 

The "departmental man" is content to leave planning to "the 
authorities". The new breed tends to immerse himself in planning 
committees and trots out current Australian and overseas university 
standards of building construction, lecture loadings, library stan
dards and service facilities to use in budgeting. 

It appears to be largely as a result of activities of these staff with 
baCkgrounds from universities that staff in C.A.E.s enjoy similar 
salaries and conditions to their counterparts in universities. In fact. 
the A.C.A.E. develops an argument for establishing portability of 
superannuation and other staff entitlements. It points out that "In 
tertiary institutions. movement of staff seeking promotion or the 
opportunity to work in a department which has established a par
ticular reputation. is a normal procedure." 

Staff associations are represented on the governing bodies of some 
CAE.s and there is also an overall Australian Federation of Staff 
~cialions. Some C.A.E. staff associations have active dialogue 
wuh the Federation of Australian University Staff Associations and 
lOme. have applied to join that old established body. In Victoria, 
VJ.C.S.A.C. and the three university staff associations have joined in 
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a Victorian Tertiary Staff Association Liaison Committee "to estab. 
lish common policy wherever feasible so that a united lobby in these 
areas can be taken towards governments".25 

It is evident that some of the recommendations of the Commis
sion on University Affairs26 with respect to staff/student partici. 
pation in governance have been followed by some C.A.E.s. 

The staff in a C.A.E. have the usual rankings found in a univer. 
sity as recommended by the Sweeney Report.27 Titles of various 
levels of staff vary at the higher level and generally, so far, the title 
of "Dean" has become to be accepted in the C.A.E. system. Some 
recent discussions indicate that the title "Associate Professor" and 
"Professor" will also become commonplace in the colleges soon. 

The staff of the emergent C.A.E.s have done a tremendous job 
in their discarding of the old education department trappings and 
their assumption of responsibilities for autonomous institutes. They 
have quickly progressed from the old days where during the vacation 
the only person who could be found on the campus was the prin· 
cipal, licking stamps. 

Mr. R . Parry, Registrar of the Victoria Institute of Colleges, when 
speaking at the recent Warburton conference, said that the honey. 
moon period of the C.A.E.s is now passing. There is now evidence 
to suggest that C.A.E. staff will be getting down to the nitty grill} 
of tertiary teaching. We should soon be seeing similar repons to 
those which have been issued by the A.V.C.C. on teaching methods," 
the student,20 year-round teaching, so use of academic staff time,31 
the future pattern of higher education," and by F.A.U.S.A. on 
government33 and research.34 

The recent Australian Government decision to provide $5 million 
to develop library materials in C.A.E.s will do much to upgrade 
their levels of teaching. It will place more onus on the academic 
staff to entice students to use the books and thus, to use the words 
of Mr. Borchardt, Chief Librarian, La Trobe Universi ty, chOOle 
between "senescence" and "fertility" in their teaching.all 

All in all, one can see that the C.A.E. system has gone through a 
period of suspicion and mi strust, a honeymoon period of large 
injections of funds, a levelling period of "me-too-ism", and is nOW 
entering a consolidating period of attaining academi c excellence. 

19.0 The Future 
Future growth in the tertiary education sector indicates that 

rising tide of students will total over one-quarter of a 
students by the middle of this decade. Just enough to fill 
decent sized State universities in the U .S. The community has 
prepared to finance this education explosion by pouring money 
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universities, elevating the colleges of advanced education and 
promising funds for teachers' colleges. 

In this way the government has offset the danger that the rising 
tide may have engulfed some of the established peaks of tertiary 
education. Some of the older C.A.E.s are already well elevated and 
appear to be developing an "Ivy League" in the system. 

The newer and decentralised country C.A.E.s are barely above 
tidewater. However they have been promised a massive injection of 
funds to produce the uplifting earthquake. During the present era 
the teachers' colleges are no more than mudflats which exhibit 
promise and potential. 

In the meantime the university peaks are being subjected to the 
erosion of public pressure. They are being required to be more in 
tune with community demands. 

Pressures are being brought to bear from students, staff, graduates, 
the professions, the community and the politicians to level out the 
tertiary education institutions. It is inevitable under the existing 
system of administration of tertiary education that differences will 
become less important. 

Good government and the academic leaders in the various insti
tutions will ensure that the tertiary system does not degenerate to 
an educational swampland. 

It is now up to the proliferating C.A.E.s to produce graduates 
who can prove themselves alongside other graduates. When this 
occurs the community will no doubt be prepared to accept the 
concept of an overall University of Australia. Such a tertiary insti
tution would consist of many campuses which each would offer their 
own specialised training facilities to a fluid student population by 
an equally mobile academic staff. A wide choice of interchangeable 
tertiary educational opportunities is forecast for Australia in the 
future. 

By now universities have ceased to have the degree-granti ng 
monopoly, C.A.E.s have already penetrated the maJ:ket, and it 
appears that, soon, teachers' colleges will also be granting degrees. 
This trend was discussed with a prominent member of the State 
Council of Victoria Labor Party and he suggested that industry also 
Ihould be able to award degrees. In his opinion, research in his 
particular industry-petroleum-is about five years ahead of re
ltarch done in universities. So, he reasons, why should not these 
mearch workers also qualify for degrees? 

.'!:~~~l~~,:~:~~l~;~~::~~ is given to the use of the facilities of the 
'~ Institute of Advanced Education in the preparation 

this paper. 
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AT its Annual General Meeting held at Flinders University in 
August, 1973, the Federation of Australian University Staff 

Associations carried the following resolution "that the Federation 
investigate discriminatory practices in relation to women and single 
people in the Australian Academic Community and that it adopt 
as Federation Policy that all Australian Universities should seek to 
have implemented by their governing bodies a maternity leave 
scheme". In the following year i t resolved to "instigate an enquiry 
into the status of women in academic positions in Universities . ..... 1 

In July, 1973, the Australian Union of Students resolved that 
"specific research and action projects on sexual discrimination be 
a high priori ty of the A.U.S. in 1974"" 

These resolu tions reflect some of the questioning of the status 
of women taki ng place within Australian universities over the past 
tWO or three years. At Sydney, for example, a fairly large-scale 
survey of women academics in the city'S three universities is well 
under way.' At the A.N.U., a sub-committee was set up by the 
facul ty board of the Research School of Pacific Studies in July, 1973, 
to investigate the problems encountered by women Ph.D. students 
with dependants and make recommendations designed to ameliorate 
the situation." Several universities have initiated women's studies 
courses, whilst others have attempted to integrate study of the role of 
women inLo existing course content.Ci A number of student sub-theses 

• Senior Lecturer in Political Science, Australian National University. 
I wish to thank the following colleagues for reading and discussing this piece with me : 
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I F.A.U.S.A., Minutes 0/ AII/Illal General Meeting, 1973, Sect. 28, 30. 1974, Sect. 19: 
the 1974 in<J.uiry is to be "with particula r reference to the qualifications of those 
wom~n seeking academic employment; the level of position to which they are 
~pPolnted; the extent to which the positions held carry tenure; the length of service 
!n pa!ticu!~ p,ositions held; and the impact of promotion procedures on women 
10 UOIverslties '. 
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